A Hec ke-type basis th eorem is established for the cusp forms of negative even integral degree (m ultiplier syste m 1) on the class of Hecke groups. Hecke established the result for the classical modular group , which is the first of th e Hecke groups. A second result is a parametrization theorem for en tire automorphic forms of negative real degree (with arbitrary multipli er systems) on certain discrete groups of real lin ear fractional transformations of genus zero.
Introduction
In [11 , Th eorem 2] I Rademacher and Zuck erman es tablish a " parame trization theore m" for modular forms of all real degrees and as a consequence give an explicit parametric representation for all multiplier systems connected with the modular group f(I) . In a different (but related) direction , Heeke [1 , p. 3] earlier established the existence of a particularly useful special type of basis for the c usp forms of negative even integral degree with multipli er system identically 1 on f(I); this basis is given in terms of the well-known modular form wh ere k is an even integer "", 4 and the summation is on all pairs of relatively prime rational integers e, d. Ll(z) is a cusp form of degree -12 and multiplier syste m identi cally 1 on fO), whereas Ek(z) is an entire modular form of degree -k and multiplier system 1, but not a c us p form sin ce E,,(z) ~ 2 as z~ ioo. It is clear from the representation (1. 1) that Ll(z) has no zero s in Jr, the upper half-plane. Theorem 1 of this article is a Heeke-type basis theorem for the c usp forms of negative even integral degree with multipli~r system 1 on an infinite class of discrete groups f (An), n an integer "'" 3 , of linear fractional transformations preserving Jr. f(An), called the nth Heeke group (or the Heeke group of parameter n) , is the group generated by the two matrices An)
1 '
T=(~ -1) o '
with A,, = 2 cos (wIn). Here we have adopted the convention, to which we adhere throughout , that the matrix M = ( ; ~) is to b e id e ntified with the linear fractional transformation z~ (az+b)/(ez+d) =Mz.
Note that -M is then ide ntified with the same linear fractional transformation. In partic ular the matrix -I is the id e ntity when thought of as a linear fractional transformation. f (l) , the modular group, is the Hee ke group of parameter 3; that is f (1) = f (A3), since f (1) is generated by *A n invited paper. ** Deparl ment of Mathe mati cs. Univ ersit y of Wisconsin. Madison , Wis. 53706.
I Figurt:s in brac kets indi ca te th e lit e rature references al th e end of thi s paper.
~)
and ( 0 -1)
Our second principal result, given in section 7 and summarized in table 2, is a parametrization theorem for entire automorphic forms of negative real degree on certain discrete groups of lin ear fractional transformations acting on fft, of genus zero. Among the groups included are [(1); [,J, the group connected with the well-known modular form l?-(z) = l?-3 (Olz) and generated by U2 = ( ~ ~) and T = ( ~ -~) ;
[ (2) The parametrization theorem of Rademacher and Zuckerman expresses all modular forms (of all degrees) in terms of a small number (four) of familiar modular functions and forms. In contrast , our results of section 7 express all entire forms of afixed degree -r in terms of a finite set of entire forms of degree -r; the number of functions in the set equals the dimPllsion of the space of e ntire forms of degree -r and therefore increas e s with r. Essentially the same types of functions occur here as in theorem 1 and we would therefore be justified in referring to the results of section 7 as "Heeke basis theorems", generalized to include the treatment of entire forms of arbitrary negative real degree, with arbitrary multiplier systems.
The function Ll(z) defined by (1.1) plays an important role in Heeke's original basis theorem as it has no zeros in fft and a zero of order 1 (in the uniformizing variable e 2rriz ) at i oo . To obtain our basis theorem for the Heek e groups [(A,,) , we need a cusp form on r(AII ) with similar properties. In section 3 we show that , for an arbitrary H·group [ of genus 0, there exists a cusp form Ll([, r, 1; z) of negative even integral degree -r and multiplier system 1 with no zeros in fft. An appropriate power of Ll([ , r , 1; z) will then be a cusp form with a zero of order exactly 1 at ioo. In the case of the group [(An) we denote this cusp form Lll (z; n) = Ll 1(z). As might be expected LlI (z; 3) = Ll (z), the function defined by (1.1) .
An explicit statement of theorem 1 requires the introduction of Eisenstein series in a more ge neral sens e than that of (1.2). In fact Eisenstein series can be defined for all H -groups and in more general situations as well. In section 2 we give {he definition of the Eisenstein series an entire automorphic form of real degree -r:%; -2, with multiplier system v, on an arbitrary H·group r. In the case r = 2 convergence difficulties present themselves and the Eisenstein series £2(f, v; z) can be defin ed only if v == 1. For notational convenience we also define £o(r , v; z) = 1. With k an even integer :;;' : 4 consider the functions
where l IS understood to be an integer and VI is the multiplier system of the cusp form LlI (z).
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The upper inequality is imposed upon I to insure that k -4nl/ (n -2) > 2. We also include the func- forms of degree -k with multiplier system 1 on the group r(l\n) except in the cases n (1.6 ) 2 + 1 < p < n , p eve n and 3n 0 .7) 2+1 < p < 2n , p even.
In the exceptional cases (1.6) and (1. 7) the number of fun ctions BI is 1 less than the dimension of the space of cusp forms.
REMARKS: 1. B/ has a zero of ord er exac tly / (in the uniformizing variabl e e 27riz/ AI/) at i (Xl. Thi s prope rt y of th e se t of fun ctions B/ is th e property that justifies our callin g th e set of B/'s a " H ec ke bas is" in those cases whe n it ind ee d is a basi s.
2. In the exce ptional cases (1.6) a nd (1.7) the " missing function" is the one with hi ghest possible order zero at i (Xl. 3. If n = 3, 4, or 6 there are no integers p satisfying (1.6) or (1. 7). Thus in these cases a Hecke basis is always ac hi eve d. Th e groups in ques tion are r (I), rcV2) , and r(V3), respectively. In partic ular , th en , Hecke's ori ginal basis theorem is contained in theorem 1. Th e proof of theor e m 1 is given in section 5, while section 6 is de voted to a short di sc ussion of th e missin g fun ction in the excepti onal cases (1.6) a nd (1.7). In sectio n 4 a Hee ke basis th eore m is give n in the case of a restri cted class of H -groups for whi c h a very simple proof s uffices. Among th e groups included th ere are ro) and l~( \12) again .
Preliminary Definitions and Notation
An H-group r is a discrete subgroup of SL(2 , R) (thought of as linear fractional transformations) , where R is th e real numbers , such that (i) r is finitely generated , (ii) r contains translations, an d (iii) every point of th e real axis is a 1mit point for r.
To put this another way, an H -group is a finitely ge nerated Fuchsian group of the first kind, with translations, acting on :Jr. Such a gro up has a presentation of the form [7, matrices, the Em are elliptic matrices , the P"~ are parabolic matrices, and I is the 2 X 2 identity matrix. The numbering is so arranged that PI = (~ ~) , A > 0, a translation by the real number \. 
Let r be a real number and let r be an H -group. We want to consider fun ctions F(z) , meromorphic in fft', such that
for every V = (; ~) Er and z in fft' . Here v(V) is a co mplex number of absolute value 1 inde pendent of z. In order to fix th e branch of (cz + d) I' when r is not an integer, we define, for any complex number T and real number s,
When such a fun ction F(z) "* ° exists, it follows that Each parabolic generator p" of r has a single fixed point and it is real. This point XI, is called a parabolic cusp; the stabilizer of XI! in r is the cyclic subgroup of r generated by P" , 1 ,,;; h ,,;; t. From this latter fact , equation (2.3) , and the fact that F(z) is meromorphic in fft' it follows [4 , pp. 272-273] that F (z) has an expansion "at XI'" of the form where A" > 0, A" is a real linear fractional transformation such that A" (x,,) = 00, and K" is defined by v(P,,) =e 27riK I!, 0 ,,;; K" < l.
Suppose that F(z) is meromorphic in fft' , satis fi es (2.3), and for each h, 1 ,,;; h ,,;; t, only finitely many terms such that n < ° appear in (2.6). Then we say that F(z) is an automorphic form afdegree -r with respect to the group r and the multiplier system v. IfF (z) is holomorphic in fft' and for each h only terms such that n + K" ~ ° appear in (2 .6) we say that F(z) is an entire automorphic form.
If F (z) is an entire fmm such that only terms with n + K" > 0 appear in (2 .6) we say that F (z) is a cusp form. The complex ve ctor space of automorphic forms of degree -r with multipli er system v on r is denoted {r, -r, v}. The space of entire forms is de noted C + (r, -r, v) and that of c usp fmms CO(r, -r, v) . A modular form is simply an automorphic form with respect to the modular groupr(l).
-
Besides th e expansions (2.6) at the paraboJj c cu ps (and of course the usual Taylor or Laurent expansion s at points of ~), an automorphic form F(z) in {f, -r, v} has special ex pansions at th e fixed points Will in 71' of th e ellipti c tra nsforma ti ons Em ,
wh ere llll is the ord er of EIII in th e se nse of (2.2), u= {(Z-Wm)/(Z-Wm)}'m, and o ~ am ~ 1111 -1 , (2.8) with alii a n integer. Now (2.6) and (2.7) enable us to de fin e the order of F (z) at all points (including th e parabolic c usps) of a fundamental region f!lt for f in ~. The order of F(z) at points of ~ not fixed by ellipti c transformations in f is defined in the usual way. f!lt can be so constructed that the only points in f!)t fixed by elliptic transformations in f are the points Wm fixed by the transformations PROOF: As before, we write
with am an integer. Furthermore we put 
where q is defined by (2.9). We want to show the existence of a multiplier system v corresponding to f and the degree -r such that v has the property (3 .1 ). 
Since g= 0 here and we have assumed am = 0 for 1 ~ m ~ e, this congruence takes the form ± K/i == r (~-I) (mod 1). 
= I
and the consistenc y condition (2.5). It is not hard to check that this procedure gives rise to a bona fide multiplier system, si~ce g= 0 (and thus f is generated by the Em and the P,,). In fact we may arbitrarily choose KI , . . . , Kt -l; then Kt is determined by the above relation. Thus if t= 1 there is a uniquely determined multiplier system v corr esponding to f and the degree - Now any function in CO(r, -r , v) has a zero at the parabolic cusp corresponding to p" of order 
Form the linear combination 
where f is an H -gro up of genus g . In our application here g= ° and t = 1, so that (3.7) becom es f (l -f )-1 ~ 1/42. 4. For f=f , the subgroup of r(l) generated by the cubes of elements of f(l), t=1 and e = 3, with l, = lz = l3 = 2. Thus r= 4 and in fact
A Special Heeke Basis Theorem
In section 5 we present a proof of the Hecke basis theorem for the groups f (An) (theorem 1). Here we state and prove a very special, but simple result of the same type.
THEOREM 5: Suppose r is a positive even integer. Then a Heeke basis for CO(f, -r, 1) exists in the following four cases:
. REMARK: Groups with these signatures are respectively (i) P, (ii) f(1), (iii) r( V2) and (iv) P. PROOF: A simple check shows that in the four cases listed the function ~(r; z) of corollary 4 has exactly one zero in a fundamental domain of r. This is a simple zero at the parabolic cusp ioo.
We indicate the proof in case (iii) only, the proofs in the other cases being similar. In this case ~(f; z) has dimension -8. Thus we consider the functions REMARK: It is not too hard to prove tha t the four cases listed in theorem 5 are the only cases in which the function ~([ ; z) of corollary 4 has exactly one zero.
Proof of Theorem 1
For the group [(All) ' n~3, we haveg= O, t=l, e=2, and ll=2, l2=n. We shall write ~(z) for ~([(A n); z) in th e remainder of the proof. If nis even ~(z) has degree -2n and a zero of order (n-2) /2 at i oo ; if n is od d ~(z) has degree -4n and a zero of order n-2 at ioo. Since ~(z) has no zero jn :It' we may form if n is even jf n is odd. 
The inequality is imposed upon the integer l to insure that the subscript k -4nl 2 is greater than n-2, and thus that the Eisenstein series Ek -~ exists in the usual sense of absolute convergence.
n-2
Since VI (5) = 1 it is also true that vll(5) = 1; consequently the function Ek-~ . ~\ of (5.2) has a n-2 zero at the cusp i 00 of order. precisely l. Thus the functions in (5.2) are linearly independent. If the conditions 41k and 4nlk(n -2) hold we add ~2(Z) to the set offunctions (5.2). The question to be investigated is whether the resulting set of functions is a b~sis for Co ([ (An), -k, 1). Note that ~2 (z) has a zero at i 00 of order k . n ~ 2 > (k -2l~ n -2) . Thus when ~2 (z) is included it is linearly independent of the functions (5.2).
Of obvious importance is the case when 4n
is an integer.
Then k-4nl/(n-2) =2 and the Eisens tein series in question is E2 ([(A II ), Vii; z).
By work of Petersson thi s Eisenstein series exists (in a sense weaker than that of absolute convergence) provided that v} is not identically 1. Since vi. (5) = 1, we consider
I(T) -(-27rin. (k-2)(n-2))= (-7ri(k -2)).

VI -exp n-2 4n exp 2 Thus vi (T) = 1 if and only if
41 (k -2). If 4n 1 (k -2) (n-2), but 41 (k -2),then, we have available the function Ez (r(An), VII; z) . Lli (z), l = (k -2) (n -2)/4n, an element of CO(r(An ), -k, 1) with zero at i 00 of order exactly (k -2) (n -2)/4n. Put p(k, n) = [(k -2
)(n-2)/4n]. Since 4nlk(n-2) and 4nl(k -2)(n-2) cannot hold
simultaneously there are three mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive cases:
that (i) If 41(k-2) and 4nl(k-2)(n-2) we have p(k, n)-1linearly independent functions.
(ii) If 41 k and 4n 1 k (n -2) we have p (k, n) + 1 linearly independent functions.
(iii) Otherwise we have p (k, n) lin early independent functions. We now turn to the calc ulation of p,(k , n) = dim CO(r(An ), -k, 1). The formula (3.4) implies
Since the multiplier system here is identically 1, al = 0 or 1 according as 41 k or 41 k, and a2 is c hosen to satisfy a2 ""-~ (mod n), o~ a2 < n. We have, then,
with al ""-~ (mod 2), 0 ~ al < 2 and a2 "" -~ (mod n), 0 ~ a2 <no The following is an immediate consequence of (5.3). k k
In order to determine when (that is , for which combinations of k and n) we have constructed a complete Hecke basis for r(An ), we now compare p,(k, n), and p(k, n). Toward this end write The conditions 41 (k-2), 4nl (k-2)(n-2) are equivalent to 41 (k-2), 2nl (k-2), which are in tum equivalent to the conditions p odd, n 1 (p -1). Since 0 ~ p < 2n, the latter two conditions hold if and only if p = 1 or p = n + 1 with n even. Thus we have constructed p(k, n) -1 linearly independent elements of CO(r (An), -k , 1) precisely when p = 1 or p = n + 1, with n even. A glance at our table re veals that we have exactly the correct number of functions whenever p is odd, and thus for odd p we have constructed a Heeke basis. ndition s 41k, 4nlk(n-2) are equivale nt to 41k, 2nlk , which are in turn eq uivale nt to p eve n, nip. Th ese hold if a nd only if p = 0 or p = n with n even. Thus we have p (k, n) + 1 lin early inde pe nd e nt functions if and onl y if p = 0 or p = n with n even. Our table shows us that when p is even we h ave achieved a H ee ke basis except when n/2 + 1 < P < n or tn + 1 < P < 2n. In th ese latter two ranges of p we are exac tly one function short of a basis. This completes the proof of theore m 1.
The Missing Function
It is easy to see that the " missing function" in the exceptional cases of theorem 1 is one with highest possible order zero at i 00. Although in these cases we cannot express this function in the form (4.2) we can easily construct it from any given basis 'PI , .. • , 'PJi-of CO(f(An), -k, 1). (Here we are assuming that JL=dim CO (f(A,,) , -k, 1) > 0.) In fact we give a simple and uniform con· struction for a cusp form in Co ([(An), -k, 1) with maximal order zero at i 00 that is valid in all cases, including the nonexceptional cases (those in whi ch theorem 1 gives us a comple te Heeke basis). Afterwards we s how that in the nonexceptional cases th e fun ction we here co ns truct agrees with th e ele me nt of highes t order zero, already constructed in the H ee ke b,!sis, up to a con stant multipl e.
By (3.4) we have
( 1 1) al a2
On th e other hand , we conclude from (2.10) that th e total numb er of zeros of an ele me nt of
.). 4 2n
At i, the fixed point ofT, a c us p form in CO(f(A,,) , -k, 1) has a zero of order congruent to ~I modulo 1; at p , th e fixed point of ST, s uch a c us p form has a zero of order congruent to a2 modulo 1. Thus n the maximum order zero at ioo of an element of CO(f(A,,), -k, 1) I S W e now proceed as in the proof of theore m 2 to form a lin ear co mbination of the basis elements 'PI, . . ., 'PJi-' The homogeneous system Ji -2.: 0bm(j) , 1 :S; m :S; JL-l j ; 1 has a nontrivi al soluti on, so that th e element of CO (f(A,,) ,-k, 1) so co nstruc ted has a zero of order exactly JL at ioo.
Suppose now we have/hh ECO(r( A,,) ,-k, 1), both with zeros of maximal order JL at ioo. Then both /1 and h have zeros of order al/2 a nd a2/n at i and p , respectively. It follows that/11!2 is an automorphic/unction on [(An) with no poles and no zeros in a fundam ental domain for f(A,,) , and thu s /1/12 is a nonzero con stant [3] . This shows th e essential uniqu eness of an element of CO(f(An),-k, 1) with maximal order zero at ioo.
Parametrization Theorems
In this section we parametrize entire automorphic forms and multiplier systems in some special but important cases. The derivations are based 01) the relations (2 .IO),N = r( g-I +~), for the total t e number of zeros in a fundamental region Yt, of an entire form, and (3.5) 2:
(2.10) can be obtained by integrating F' /F around the boundary of Yt; (3.5 ) is a consequence of (2.10) and definitions of the order of F(z) at the points of Yt. The usual way to obtain /L=dim C+(f, -r, v) is to apply Petersson's Riemann-Roch Theorem (3.4). However, this is much deeper than the above mentioned results. Some of th e cases that can be handled by this method are given in the table that follows. We feel that this type of derivation may prove useful in the classroom when there is insufficient time to derive (3.4). The parametrization in the case of f (1) is known [8] ; however we feel that it is a very good illustration of the method. The parametrization in the case of f 1J appears to be new. Other cases which can be handled in this way are summarized in table 2.
We consider the case of f = f (I), the modular group, which has the presentation -J (
with If r is a real number and va multiplier system for f(l) and -r, let K = KJ, at, and a2 be as in section 2.
We can prove the following theorem which we might call a Hecke basis theorem for entire forms. 
where
for M=(: ~), and is Dedekind's sum [10) . This result is given in Lehner [4] . COROLLARY 9:
r -12K =f 2(12) I' -12K == 2(12).
Let {f, -r, v} denote the meromorphic automorphic forms with multiplier system v, and of degree -r.
where R(x) is a rational jimctio n , G E C +-(r (I), -r , v), and j(z) is the modular invariant E I2 (Z)/6. (z + 1) , m = 1,2 . For example k = 1, a; = 1, a~ = 2. Thus Vi == 1, and therefore GEC+ ([(1),   -2k, 1) . Now using Hecke's basis theorem, we fi nd where s umm ation is over j = 0 , 1, . . . , [2k/12] and 2k -12j "# 2. The corollaries are imme diate conseq uences of th e th eorem, the transformation for mula of log YJ (z), and the well-known fact th at a mod ular function is a rational function of j(z).
As a second example we take [ to be [t'} , the subgroup of the modular group generated by ( 0-1) (12) . . 
Then, from the transformation form ula of Jog YJ (z), 
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(7 .8) (7.9) (7.10) (7.11) (7.12) (ii) Let r == 2 mod 4, r > 2; then
is a basis for C +(fo -r, 1). NOTE: The Eisenstein series En(z, 1)
and E2/," (z, A) are defined to be the sums and
respectively. We use the facts that E 2I,(i oo ,
PROOF: Let FEC+(fo, -r, 1) . Then F has r/4 zeros in a fundamental region for ro. In the case r == 0 mod 4, let Co, CI, . ., cs , s = r/4, be determined from the expansion of F in the local variable
has a zero of order s + 1 at ioo. But s + 1 > r/4 , so the difference is identically zero.
In -(r-a -f3/2, v' ). If we let K~, K;, and a' be as in (7.10) , with v replaced by v' and r replaced by r'=r-a-{3/2, then K'I=K;=O and a'/2 == r'/4 (mod 1), so r' is even. We see with with these replacements in (7.10) that v' == 1.
We conclude this section with a table containing parametrizations of automorphic forms and multiplier syste ms on various groups. The entries Er(z) denote Eisenstein series of degree -r for the group in question. 
where Va is the M.S. of 7) a( z ) r = 12K + 2k , and group 
P=V = (~~)
and [8] [i] if r == 2 (6) .
.... 
where r' = r -a -f3 /2 == 0(4).
[9]
2) h u~( z)Er '( z, A), ..... and 2m + 2n = r -(a + f3 + y) /2 [5] , [13] = 0(2 ). [2 ] , [14] 
